
Elbrook Table Collection



Move. Gather. Learn.

With Elbrook, learning flows naturally. Elbrook tables  
encourage students to move, collaborate and gather.  
Worksurface shapes were designed to accommodate  
a variety of students’ belongings, while inset legs and 
low-profile bases reduce barriers and make movement 
throughout a space easy, so everyone can focus on  
what matters most—learning.

Easy to Reconfigure

Beautiful and modern, Elbrook can be 
intentionally arranged in a variety of different 
configurations to allow for easy movement 
around the classroom.

Biophilic Design

Worksurface shapes were specifically 
designed with soft corners so students  
can come together to collaborate from  
any angle. These organic shapes support  
the natural flow of active learning and 
promote wellbeing.

Made for Movement

In-line wheels allow for simple, smooth  
and convenient movement that supports 
students as they transition between  
learning modes. 

A Versatile Range

Elbrook comes in a variety of table shapes 
and sizes—from lounge to seated and 
standing heights—that offer a versatile 
solution anywhere on campus.
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Accessories offered on the rectangle 
tables include modesty panels, 
whiteboard hooks and docks. 

Available in lounge (26"), seated (28.5"), and standing (38.5") heights, Elbrook tables are designed  
to encourage student movement and foster the natural flow of learning throughout the classroom.  
A variety of worksurface shapes and recessed legs allow for ease of collaboration.

Highly durable in-line skateboard 
wheels and glides make for simple, 
smooth and convenient movement  
to support any active learning mode.

Low-profile bases and recessed legs 
offer maximum space for students’ 
knees under the table and ease of 
movement around the classroom. 

Statement of Line

•   Tables available in all Steelcase laminates and open line laminates.

•   Legs and base are available in paint groups 1, 2, 3, and Lux finishes.

Surface Materials Offering

To see the Elbrook Table Collection in additional colors  
and applications, visit Elbrook Tables online. 

Personal
19"D x 35"W

Small
19" D x 34, 48, 60, 
66, 72, 84"W 

RECTANGLE

ROUND

SQUARE

Team
24"D x 64"W

Large
30"D x 48, 60, 66,  
72, 84"W 

Huddle
42"D x 42"W

Medium
24"D x 48, 60, 66,  
72, 84"W 

Group
32"D x 72"W

Extra Large
42"D x 48, 60, 66, 72, 
84, 90"W

Collaborative
46"D x 84"W

34, 36, 38, 42, 48"W

34, 36, 38, 42, 48"W

Features + Adjustability


